Integrated access control and video management
Introducing ACTviquest

ACT, internationally renowned for its quality and feature rich access control products & SaaS based workforce management services now introduce its own truly integrated access control and VMS solution – ACTviquest.

Designed to work with all leading camera manufacturers and the company’s ACTpro range of products, the ACTviquest is perfect for all levels of applications. The integrated hardware and software combine to provide an easy to install and maintain ‘plug and play’ solution for your cameras and access control doors.

We are always happy to assist our customers in planning their projects or help with tender applications so call us today to discuss any requirements you may have.
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ACT maintains a close relationship with installers, architects and specifiers. If you require consultancy, training or support on any aspect of a project, ACT can help. Our extensive market experience enables us to give you the best possible solution for your project, including bespoke advice and solutions.

Technical Support & Training

ACT offer full sales and technical support to the installers and distributors of our products. In-house and on-site training is also available. End user training is also available.

Contact training@act.eu for more details.
ACTviquest

The entry level ACTviquest integrates the VMS software and ACTenterprise Lite. With a 4TB hard drive it will suit most small to medium sized applications allowing approximately 15 days of 1080p, 12fps, 24 hour recording.

ACTviquest

Compact desktop form factor.

- Allows connection of two monitors, a keyboard and mouse. Built in client software and high performance hardware decoding. ACTenterprise software and video management software are pre-installed.
ACTvquest Features

- Up to 16CH recording/4Tb storage
- Up to 16 Live View
- ACT Enterprise Lite (pre-installed)
- Up to 100 doors
- Includes client software
- Mobile App - ACTvquest® mobile
- Complex Alarm Manager
- Sync and Async Playback
- Dual Monitor Support
- Integrated Event Manager
- Built-in Web Client
- Built-in Camera Discovery Wizard
ACTviquest+ is our VMS software integrated with ACTenterprise Pro and is suitable for medium to large applications. ACTviquest+ allows approximately 31 days of 720p, 12fps, 24 hour recording.

ACTviquest+

Available in Desktop form or 19” rack mountable configuration the ACTviquest+ supports all major camera manufacturers including Axis, Bosch, CBC Pixel Pro, Samsung, Vivotek, Vista, Hikvision, Pelco and Sony.
Desktop or 19” Rack Mountable
Up to 32CH/12Tb recording/Server
ACTenterprise Pro (pre-installed)
Multiple clients
Unlimited doors
High performance optimisation with hardware decoding
Mobile App - ACTvquest\textsuperscript{mobile}

- Optimised Embedded OS
- Complex Alarm Manager
- Sync and Async Playback
- Feature rich Map Interface
- Up to 16 way split per monitor
- Integrated Event Manager
- Built-in Web Client
- Built-in Camera Discovery Wizard
The ACTviquest pro is an advanced software solution custom built to suit the number of channels, storage and analytics that you require.

ACTviquest pro combines with ACTviquest record, ACTviquest client and ACTviquest wall allowing for video footage of a door being opened in LIVE/REPLAY mode across multiple clients on LAN or WAN.

For sites with multiple cameras or high security where realtime monitoring is a requirement ACTviquest wall is the ideal solution.

Supported cameras include:

- AXIS
- ACTi
- BOSCH
- UDP
- PELCO
- VISTA
- SONY
- Samsung
- HIKVISION
- VMOTEK
ACTviquest<sup>client</sup> provides the operator with the interface to manage and monitor the CCTV and access control solution from any PC on the network. It delivers additional features such as support to ACTviquest<sup>wall</sup> and multi-layer maps.

ACTviquest<sup>pro</sup> Features

- Compatible with the entire ACTviquest range
- Integrated with ACTenterprise Pro
- Software only – can be configured to suit individual servers allowing full flexibility
- Up to 50 channels per server - dependent on throughput
- Combines with ACTviquest<sup>wall</sup> through GUI (virtual matrix)
- Multiple clients
- Complex Alarm Manager
- Feature rich Map Interface
- Collaborative working
Benefits of Integration

- **One Box Solution**
  Software integration (pre-installed) in one box from a single manufacturing source.

- **Video Verification**
  Ensures that the user is the card owner by cross referencing video footage to the owners photo. If a card is lost or stolen, card records can be matched against video evidence.

- **Complex Alarm Manager**
  There are unlimited configuration possibilities through an easy to use graphical interface. eg: a forced door alarm can trigger an email to the business owner showing the video footage of the incident.

- **Multi-Layer Map Interface**
  Allows full control over your system including, access control, I/O and cameras from an intuitive map interface. Import your own building layouts directly into the ACTvQuest+ or ACTvQuestPro for a true visual representation of your installation.

- **Powerful Reporting**
  Access Control reports and alarms are now accompanied by quality video evidence which is paramount during investigations.

- **Single Platform**
  Users benefit from learning one system that is accessible from one console simplifying and streamlining the security process.

- **Fully Integrated Security Suite**
  Integrators can use the ACTenterprise API to communicate with the Fire Panel and Intruder Alarm Panel to create a fully integrated, cost effective security suite for their customer.

- **Synchronised Development & Support**
  The Integrator benefits from harmonised development that ensures seamless updates and upgrades to the ACTvQuest system.
**ACTviquest+**

- Up to 32 Channels
- 12 Terabytes Storage
- 1 Monitor - not included
- Keyboard and mouse included
- ACTenterprise Pro software and VMS are pre-installed on one NVR/PC
- Fully integrated Access Control and VMS software
- Fully supported software and hardware from one source
- All upgrades are pre-tested at one source
- No compatibility issues

**Comparable Option**

- Up to 32 Channels
- 6 Terabytes External Storage
- 2 x Keyboards and 2 x mouse needed
- 2 x monitors needed
- Separate 6Tb NVR and PC needed
- Separate Access control software needed - to be installed
- Separate Video management software - to be installed
- Separate Tech support for NVR and Access Control Software
- Upgrades may affect performance if from separate suppliers
- Who takes responsibility?
ABOUT ACT

Access Control Technology Ltd. (ACT) provides high quality access control, workforce management and video management solutions. Our highly experienced engineering teams continue to deliver innovative and reliable products on a continuous basis.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ACT’s technical support team provide assistance to our network of installers and providers.

Visit our website www.act.eu for more information.

HOW TO BUY?

All our products are made available through our network of distributors throughout the EMEA region.

For more information, contact sales@act.eu